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sonic year. after her
into a washout, and of all those on
her
kriladrir:Agaente
dhalthal
board 0000 escaped death except those I
affectionate husband, but that for more I
in the sleeping oar. Not a trainman
than twelve months the defendant has
been frequently under the influence of
escaped. The wreceage caught fire and.
r
Intoxicating liquors and has for more ,
many of the unfortunates were burned
Oiseasft Exists Among than six months last past habitually be- I W° Enumerators Have Speaks In Interest Of His 1) death. On the.Ohicago and NorthEscape From A Horrible
hayed towards her in such cruel And inAs the blood contains all the elements neceemery to sustain life, it is imporCompleted Work.
western road yesterday six persons were
Kentucky Cattle.
tant that it be kept free of all impurities, or it becomes a source of disease,
human manner as to indicate a settled
Candidacy.
Death.
poisoning instead of nourishing the body, and loss of health is sure to follow.
killed, one is missing and thirty-five
aversion to her or to destroy permaSome poiaons enter the blood from without, through the skin by absorption, or
nently her peace and happiness.
were injured The train was heavily
inoculation; others from within, as when waste products accumulate in the
She states that she has resided in this
system and ferment, allowing disease germ. to develop and be taken into the
loaded with excursionists and oollided
circulation. While all blood troubles
eone common origin, each has some
State Veteginarian Says county and state for one year next be• Time Extended—Rain Pre- Knox County Man Favor- with a freight train five mine South of hiss Dulin
to distinguish it from the other. Contagious Blood Poison, Scrofula,
fore the commenoement of this action
Wins Suit-- Peculiarity
Cancer, Rheumatism, Eczema and other blood diseases can be distinguieb•W by
vented Taking Of
and that the wrongs herein complained
It Should Be Stampably Impresses Hop- Green Bay, Wig
a certain sore, ulcer,eruption or inflammation appearing on the skin. Every blood
Large
City
Court
occurred
of
in this county and state
disease shows sooner or later on the outside and on the weakest part of the body, or
Census.
within five years next before the comMany mistake the sore or outward sign for the real disease, and impt a cure by the where it lads the Meet resistance.
ed Out.
kinsville Democrats.
use of salves, liniments sad other
TARVIN
ANNOUN
CES
Docket.
external applications. Valuable time is lost and no permanent benefit derived from mesh
mencement of this action
nutmeat.
11000
RICOVINE 1111000 REMEDIES! theE must be completely and perm.
Par. 2 The plaintiff states that durnently eradicated -- the blood reinforced, purified and cleansed,
or de disease goes
sod saps the very life. biereary,
ing her marriage to defendant Chore war
For The Democratic Nompotash and arsenic, the treatment usually proscribed in den class of diseases,
ems whom mhos la omall
This is the last week for taking the From Monday's daily
doses—never cure, but do much harm by adding another poison to the already are •
The proolantstion issued by Lien. Lon born to them two children, vii: Robert
Mr. George Lander, engineer at the
diseased Woe&
ination For Governor.
S. S. S., Nature's own rowdy, glade of roan and herbs, alhatike the disease in
Judge James D. Black, of Knox counBestrew et Mismeiri, Wednesday, @but- Fairleigh Ware, who was born April census of Hopkinsville and Ohristian
Hopkinsville Steam Laundry, had a
the blood, antidotes and forces out all isopuritins, ineke,
2511i., len% and William Wallace Ware, county. Only two of the local 'enume- t*,
[Special to Nsw ERA.[
mesh,_'a Mood siik. strung
candidate for the Democratic nomiting eelsakefrom Enstisety busses
and healthy, and at the mme time builds up am general
narrow
e•cape from death Saturday af
Wad& 1. 11. IL is the only
born October llth 1826, that both of rators have oomp:eted their
00VINCITON, Ky ,June 26.—Judge
purely vegetable blood miller know, and the only one Mme..
work. In nation foe Goveruor of Kentucky, arrivoi tha alieldillealteence of tubercalosis said children an young and of
math deeponated
ternoon. While leaning over a wringtender
blood
troubles.
A
recoil
of
so
years
of
sucendul
cures proves it to be•reliable,
Woolltillent. le calculated to cause a years and need the dare sad attention the county districts, nearly all of th4 ed in the oily last night. He spent most James P Tarviu announced himself to- er, his sleeve
unfailing
specific
for
all
blood
and
skin
troubles.
became entangled in the
Fres Aletiloal Tpossesssedst.— Our Medical Department is in
Moro We to Kentenky bowlers of min of a mother; and that the best iuserest census takers are behind, and few will of the morning mingling with the vot- day a candidate for the Democratic shaft. By
struggling
desperately he
skilled physicians, who have made blood and akin diseases a life study, so if charge of
and future happiness and welfare of be ready to tarn over their books next ers of Hopkinsville, on whom he has nomination for Governor.
you have
ears, says Ike Ornuier-Journal.
Contagions Blood Poison, Canna-, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Eczema, an Old Sore or Lien,
succeeded in preventing his body from
said children require that she should Saturday,
He is one of the best known Demoor any similar blood trouble, write them fully for advice about your case. All correspondenc
made a tavorable impression. A New
dov.Stenbeas is, however only adopte is conducted in strictest confibeing drawn into the machinery, where dence. We make no charge for this service.
have the care, custody, nunit-e, educaBook an blood and skin diseases free.
The heavy rains have interferred seri. ERA man met Judge Black in his rooms orate in the state and Priniettat of the
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
ing a preesessonary measure which is tion and control of said chileren. She
he would have been crushed to death.
new in exissence in many states
Tu- states and charges that by reason of the °wily with the enumeration, as there at the Phoenix Hotel, where: he was Ohio Valley Bimetallic League
Every shred of clothing on the upper
,.
In exinenoe in almost moral habits of the defendant, and she have been only ten or twelve good days seeking a few moments' reeirfrem handpart of his body war torn off and the
WILL CLERK AT CERULEAN.
the state. It is a very bad leanings, exam ple and inflicting, of this month. In the county this has staJdng.
skin
was scraped from his shoulders.
the defendant's life upon said children caused unavoidable
setbacks.
Mr.
denemea dimese and is very dangerous
"This May first visit to your beautihe is not a Ili or proper person to have
Bragg Hopson, a well known young
Flack has received from Washington an ful city,"fleld he,"and I ant delighted
bah to Wale aad So persons consuming the owe, custody and control of
BREACH OF PROMISE SUIT.
their
whose whose home is at ()onion,
man
order
authorizing him So extend time with the (meteor's treatment I have reMee milk. • sandier eft Genie have said children. She says that she has a
Trigg county, has been employed to
--bees amisred killed this /prim" because kind, intelligent and Christian mother for finishing the enumeration to those ceived and at the evidences of thrift and
clerk
at
the
Cerulean
Springs
Jury
hotel
Gives
durwho
Miss
owns
Mary E. Dunn KOOS
a
comfortable
home
who
in
need
Hopit.
Limit is not set, the cir- enterprise on all sides. I have entered
at lits lane& made by the disease, and
kineville, Ky., which town is well pro- cular simply
ing
the
approaching
sawn.
stating,
"reasonable time." the race at the earnest solinitation of
Damages.
Dr. T. T. Itiseeman, the state veserinavided with churches and good common
Director of Census Merriam has given =ley friend,. Certainly no one could
rian. said last night that the proclamo- school facilities for the education
rz,
AN.
MI
Cls NIL X . S.,
of said
The Lim The It. A
wales keeled by tie,. Beepeens would childree, and that her said mother is Out the following statement for the in- wens. me of being a chronic office- Bean Um
ellgif
The jury in the breech of promise
met We Mate a great deal of money but possessed of other property and means formation of the public:
seeker, and I am speaking the truth *petals
suit of Min Mary E. Dalin against
ef
144(
"A count of the population will be when I say that I would much
UM It would awaken the legislature to and that s. e is willing and animas to
rather
J. H. Spurlin returned a verdict Saturfurnish this plaintiff a home for
made
by
color,
by sex and by native or come here and make two speeches for
deity. He mid the nen board of health
day. Miss Dulin was awarded $1 000
children and any other assistance
herslfand
in
DEATH OF MR. P O. JONES.
had asked lbs legtslatare to make an her power to enable der to raise and ed• foreign birth, which will consume pos- any good Democrat than one for myself.
damages. Some of the testimony Introapcseartalim for the eaprees purpose of um* maid etwildsen in a manner suitable sibly five or six months, Not until the
"I have koowu several of your townsduced was of a spicy character
The
Yrom
ldaturday's
daily.
wull*. war ageism the dhows, sad he to their station in life. She says that electric card punching machine oountem moo well. Dr. Clardy and I carved toMr. P G. Jones, a prominent Trigg defense this morning entered a motion
the detendant was twice married before
have been made for every State city or gether on the World's Fair commission
11101.111 that a mon wenid be approprishe inserted him and that he had sever.
county canteen, died last night at his for a new trial.
county
oan the figures be given for pub- The only elective aloe I have ever held
able.'the awl esesies. Hs said that at Mildew boot to him by his former
•
home in Cadiz after a long illness. He
S wind not lake a great dial of money wine and while she has no complaint to lication. As fast as the figures are re- we•seat in the Lower House of the
CITY COURT SENTENCES.
wee over eighty years of age. His wife
to Window the mule of the state if woke against the treatment she received ceived they will be plaint on the bulls.- Gement Assembly of Kentucky."
— -and wend children by a former marsi the hands of her nepoobildren, she im tin board."
ihe week were earrled on systeininicalJudi* Black slated that if he believed
riage survive him. Be was formerly an Judge Campbell Doses Out The Lam Ti
appreheasive and believes that owing
Census estimates are making:their ap- his candidacy for Governor would
57. lene that is would be unesseary So
im- inspector of the Hopkinsville
to the
unfortunges
circmostatoes
Several Offenders.
tobacco
pearance.
The first in the field, claim- peril the chances of the Democratic parweft as experisooed mum to adminis- of the separationof plaintiff and defenmarket. He was an uncle of Mr T. M
dant that an usdue prejudice will be ed to be booed upon information gather- ty in November he would gladly quit
ter the tebersolian
From Monday',daily.
Jones of Shim city.
New Tort aad other states, mid Dr moused la the minds and hearts of mid ed from reliable sources respecting the the race. The following fines were assessed in
lbeesemse, appropriated large sums of Wickes against this plaintiff and &leo the progress of enumeration, is furnishHe was not an original Goebel man.
WHEAT CROP.
the oily court today;
avian her children by leaving them
ed by the Chicago Tribune, says the His county instructed its delegates,
moose wit year for the purpose of exone
Abraham Baer, breach of the pesos,
With their father and that their happiAmerican.
Its summary oleos@ the of whom was Judge Black, for(Ma.
onaining cattle, sad that only $5.000 ales will thee be materially
P.
The Kentucky Millers' Association at $*50
altys Mat she Is well prepared
Vie oliprogriated by the stabs board of
to population of the United States, not in- Was Hardin. %hen Sewn* Goebel Lexington received reports
afectd.Sh
Charles Jackson, same, $2 50.
regarding
ore
for
said
children
and
10 bring them cluding Alaska, and the islands recent- secured the nomination Judge
lode all Om work. "Kentucky
Black the present wheat orop. The reports
Nalb Baer, fast driving, $10.
ap in proper moral courses and So pre- ly acquired, 71,984,742, an increase,
if immediately gave him valuable sup from every notion
a.I be boupted in other
Gene Baxter, loitering, thirty days.
of this State are
pare theca for their proper nation in
the summary proves approximately w1111•1111111011 they are properly and thou life; and that she
Pon.
good, but from other States there ap
Gene Baxter, unlawfully solloiling
believes the beet in.
ren.
in ten years of 18,8411,012 This in
is
WOW ha Mose of tuberculosis Serest and happiness of said children
The oandi4ele is about fifty years of pairs to be a shortage. Farmers
in baggage. ib
by a sempertent wit, and anti this is will be promoted by giving them inn crease, claimed to be about correct, is age, of slight but well-knit physique. many parts of the
Thurso Barbee, same, $1,
Stets are calculating
larger than many estimates have made He has a finely shaped bead
dose. Obe Wee will eager," be said. Dr. her custody.
and clear, on 15 bushel so the acre, while in other
Charles
Williams, gaming, $310 '
Par. 8. The plaintiff statet that the the growth of population, for
many intelligent blue eyes. He is a Mason of
Blestelean said that he had ordered sin •
portions where the rain and fly have
Henry .Williams, same, $90.
defendant is the owner of valuable real
White Mountain, Wonder and Artie. Bought in
statisoians before :the .enumeration prominence and wss formerly
eeel cows killed this spring because of estate in the city of Hopkinsville,
Grand damaged the crop, a little less than an
Willis Payne, same, $20
Ky.,
gross lots; sold under the market.
was
commenced
placed
the present pop- Master of Kebtuoky Masons
the disease, sad be knew that it was worth at least the sum of $10,000, and
average yield is expected.
ulation
at
about
75,000,000,
that be also: has oonsidexable money
some even
prevalent all ever Me Male.
Judge Black will spend about ten
LIEUT. BULLARO.ZESIONS.
and personal property, the aggregate lees than its estimate. In the cities and days in Western
CALL HAS BEEN ISSUED.
Kentucky. His spattvalue of which she plaintiff does not large towns the enumeration
is about ing appointments follow: MadisonOUI PIDOLERS' COffTEST.
know but that she is informed and beAccepts Lucrative Position At Cardenas,
complete and summary given is probab- ville, Jane 28; Henderson,
Jane 27:
Just an even car load of these. We are bound to sell them
lieves that the defendant is worth in
Middle-Of•Road Populists To Nominate a
La *id fiddlers' contest under the
ly
based
on
figures
them
obtained. But Morgaefield, June 28; Owensboro, June
Cuba.
money, real end personal property at
this season. Odd sizes made to order.
anemias of the Masonic fraternity of least the sum of $40,000
Caodidate For Governor.
it may result that the cities and towne 39; Princeton, June 80;
Oadis, June 30
Trigg eitanty, will be given in Cadiz on
dhe states and sharges that the do- have increased their populations at the (night);
Murray, July 9; Paducah, July
A Frankfort dispatch in Sunday's
Wedeneday, July 4th. Everyboty cor- fendant is a successful money-making expense of country diatricto and the it•
w. B. Bridgeport, chairman of the Cornier-Journal gays:
2
(night);
dolaylleld.
8;
Jule
Elkton,
dially hinted. Pr ogram will be Hen- business man, and maker, large sums of ual summing up may decrease the total July 4; Bowling Green,
July 5; Frank- faction of thePopulist party inKentucky
money annually, and that she has no
"Lieut. Gan° Bullard, of Oompany
Made of best quality of Duck.
income of her own and owns but little in the Tribune's summary. Even should lin, July 5 (night).
known as the Middle-of- the-Road ens, D, Third Kentucky regiment,
at Hopthis
incur,
it
now
appears
the
that
86,Judge Black is speaking at the court has called a stata convention to be held Hopkinsville, filed
property in her own name. She stales
his resignation with
that she believes and now charges that 000,000 mark will be poised.
house this afternoon. He was intro- in Louisville on August 1 to nominate a Assistant Adjt
Gen, David R. Murray.
the defendant will fraudulently dispose
duced by Dr. John D. Clardy. A large candidate for Governor
The Middle- today. Bullard is to leave the state.
.1Ih. 'X' C:10 lot X .4111.•
of his property in order to defeat plainaudience is hearing his address.
of-the-Roader
s
The
deserted
have
Cod
she organ- The resignation was accepted and the
Yoe
Hie
Orders for these goods will have prompt attention
Dean
Minn
the
MIX
tiffs claim for alimony union prevented
ization
which
recently
held
a
national
by one prongs of law; and that she semen
company
directed
to bold an election on
THAT THROMBUS° tilIADAOHE
believes and charges that the defendant
Would quickly leave you if you used convention at Sioux Falls and have Jane 30 to fill the vacancy."
will remove his property or a material
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Thousands nailed out for themselves.
Lieut. Bullard has accepted a flatterGUBERNATORIAL CONVENTION,
Tim following oak for divorce was fil- part of it out of the state, and that she
of sufferers have proved their matchless
ing
offer from a large sugar company in
has good reeoon to suspect and does susAre popular again this season. The most propelled make
C:7 .ast.IS "Z• e=0 RIAI..
ed Pride, afternoon:
merit for sick snd nervous headaches.
Cardeoas,
Cube Mr. Frank Pattie is
peat that the defendant will fraudio
Ms lid tot HIM Min Mgt
The Kentucky Democratic guberna- They make pure blood and strong nerves &WI tell
is E. C. Steam's Yellow Fellow. Sold cash or
The plotalelf. Swank Blaschke Ware.
tautly sell, convey or conceal his propwith the same company.
torial state convention will be held in and build up your health. Easy to eirastar•
siaMo thee or the 27th day of April.
on installment either. Easy payments.
erty in order to defeat the judgment of
It4t
take. Try them
Only 25 cents.
OW she and the defendant, J. D. Ware,
She court should one be rendered re- Lexington Thursday, July 19.
THEIR SILVER WEDDING.
Money back if not cured. Sold by
were nailed in the bonds of matrimony
A CALL IS SOLICITED.
Monday, July 18, at 2 o'clock p. m,
quiring the defendantto pay alimon?
L. L. Elgin's, 0. K. Wyly's, R. C.
APPLICANTS WERE NUMEROUS.
Olesiseken Cooney. Ky.. and due they or
diaintenenoe in this case for the sup county delegate conventions will be
Saturday night Mr. and Mrs. Nat
Haldwick'a, J 0. Cook's and Anderson
esaMmetSs koo Issiaahar as husband
port of Went or children.
held in every county in the state for & Bowler's, drug stores.
Gaither celebrated the twenty-fifth anand wide =SR elee Sileit (Lay of Jane,
Wherefore she prays that she be
Examinations For Certificates To Teach niversary of their
the purpose of selecting delegates to the
MO;'helm add day the defendant
marriage, and despite
granted an absolute divert). from the
BEE BUZZING&
abwitenidahis piebald and compelled
Democratic
gubernatorial State convenIs Colored Schools.
the very inclement weather a large
bonds of seetriantay now existing be•
lopo10 bed and hoard and to retween honed sad the defendant and tion to be held in Lexington Thursday,
number of friends assembled to congratam ea the home of her soother in the
that she be renewed to all the rights and July 19.
Sena Short kiss From The Earliogiao
ulate
the popular couple on their happy
oftat Illopitineville, Ky. This while
The county examinations of colored
.
privileges of an anmarried woman; and
Saturday, July 14, at 2 o'clock p. m.,
•
dee tiered with the de/widest as hie wits
married
life and to wish them many
lee's
Last Issue.
that she be granted alimony aod mainapplicants for county (*ninnies was
she sewage Sweated hini am an affectionjoyous
returns
of the occasion. A great
tenareoe against the defendant; and precinct conventions will be held at
held Saturday at the colored public
Me sod dutiful wido;sod that be abaft.
many handsome presents were received
that a general attachment with garnish- every voting plan in the state for the
doom% hes and fined her So lest.
Mtge Elielthethylotory. upon whom schools in this city. There were fortyments issue herein against the property purpose of selecting delegates to the
by Mr. and Mrs. Gaither, Refreshments
eight applicants. The usual eleven
hod ki‘00011 wikbhat foals oa her pert; of defendant and
for all proper and county delegate conventions to be held an optiratioit for appendioitts we. porconsisting
of nasonable delicacies were
19th
eeor
Juno,
the
MO,
the equitable
der 01
W
subjects were given. The papers have
DR. THOMAS W. GARDINER
relief.
formItil lasZek in Evehavlile,
get•
Monday, July 18.
alikladeWS erenaglillM mad !ninety so
served.
All
present spent a most pleasnot
yet
been
James C. Simile,
graded.
ndidly and will be able
111101111.Mie plated.elf adultery with the
Every Demo/snit in Kentucky is urged ting Meng
ant evening.
Breathitt & Yowler,
Will Return To Madisonville To Resume
So
beret
ins
short
time.
bk. W.K. V,the pastor of the
to
remember he date of these precinct
PAPERS HAVE BEEN MARKED.
Hunter Wood & Son,
0101011111 '"actsl dna* Is ghastly
—0—
Practice.
Atiorneys for Plaintiff and county conventions
at nerawavis., Ky., at Whisk eltaseh
Dr*Wilisits
Morton's
,
of
Gap.
hes
The MINA, of Fannie 8
One Fourth Of The Applicants Failed To
litit pinked! was Mem mid ie sow a
retuned from Chicago, where be has
WILL BE AN ATTENDANT.
The people of Madisonville will be
member; that said Marge or moms- Nano says this she believes the •
Pass.
been taking a post-gradeale course in
unified to know that Dr. T. W. Gardi•
Sloe wee and le aksidately take and mints contained in the foregoing
Dr. E B. MoOormiek, the new super- mellitus. Dr. Williams is determined
Arabes* soy loandoeloa to fact sad Sias are true. This June 22nd, 1900.
tier will return to Madisonville after he
Fes* Stoicoorree Went
The result of the examination of ap•
troth Ilhe Melee Met on mid WM day
intendent of the Western Kentucky to keep abreast of the limes.
1
retiree
from the superintendency of the
Subscribed and sworn to before
*Jane 1100, she was at her home asplenum for certificates to teach in the
Asylum
for
the
Insane,
has
appointed
—o—
Hopkinsville
by
asylum next week and reFannie Slaughter Ware, this J
,
wadies; se her domestic duties, sad that
white common schools was made known
Linton Robey, an active and popular
22nd,
1900.
Thil
Drs.
HUNTER
Ammerman,
WOOD,
sume
his
the
Jr
residence
popular
osand the practice of
the Key. W. K Piano who war the pumininer for Christian Oionot
young Democratic worker of McLean teopathists, who have held a large prac- today. The examination was held June
medicine here.
ller el bit chunk. is aforesaid. called to
county, to a position as attendant at the tice at Madisonville, left this week for 15 and 18 and twenty-four persona took
use her alma a meek. perishes( to
It was announced recently that he had
Mao* affairs; sad that Me Ia,tSsd him STATEMENT BY REV.
asylum, and has directed him to report Lebanon, Tenn, to take up their prac- it. Three first-class certificates, fift-en
some notion of locating out west and
We Ma parlor room of her home and
seoond-class, and two third-olase cent
for duty at once.
tice where the state laws are more hosthe idea of losing him and his excellent
WALKER K. PHOI
was Mere eagaged in conversation with
ones will be leaned. There wera six
pitable.
wife caused general regret.
Min ea thsrmaMere aforesaid; when and
WILL BEGIN JILY I.
failures.
Dr. Gardiner will surrender the asy—0—
is whisk teem the dedeadsat mitered
Friday afternoon Dr. Pince gave
Me hoseenory sash soder she teatime* the following statement to Mr. J D.
OD
lum
Saturday
management to Dr McCormick, of
evening Mr. W. U.
UNDERWEAR,
Dr J. W. Stephens, of this city, the
WATTS REWARDED.
at ialmmisatiag lispiore, mid without any
Earlington's popular jeweler,
Owensboro, the new superintendent,
Wakefield. of the (burin Journal staff, newly appointed second assistant phymama or moms, Mot and wounded We
TIES, COLLARS,
July 1st, and will immediately return
said W. K. Piner in her presence sad In who came here from Louisville to ob- sician at the Western Lunatic Asylum, a_ad 1Iis Mary itchreibuer, of Mt. VerW. H. Watts, of Owensboro, colored
to this place.
She park room of said house. Sho tain it
CUFFS, GLOVES,
has received ble commission from Goy. non, ked , were united in marriage.
Democratic speaker who took a some
Metes Mat is the time and before said
The Hustler has heretofore taken oc—0—
"Since your call this morning, I have Beckham and will assume his duties on
what prominent part in the last guber•
HALF HOSE,
eltemseinen she was denissinag WW1 I. considered your request that I make a
casion to compliment Dr. Gardiner on
Marion McCord has been very
July 1. Dr. Stephens spent Tuesday
mitosis'
campaign,
has
his
han
services
lodpillie
Mid
masses
sod Mat sibienutat of the facts connected with
•/WPM
the admirable management of the sayOw qir oovenal days, but seems to be
SUSPENDERS,
recognized by Gov. Beckham, says the
Wows• liborlias ware Shea *lac She recent attack on me made by Mr and Wednesday of this week at Hoplam. He has shown tine administrative
IMOD with her by the said Mawr mad I. D. Ware and his attempt to take my kinsville Fretting sequainted.—Elkton improving.
are in good demand;and
Louisville Times. He has been apIt is time of year to Change. Remember
capacity and has kept the institution
the efts.that nil am Oboe or said day KU. I wish to say that personally I Progress.
pointed by Dr E B. McCormick, the
4 LOWER TAX RATE.
it
takes
but little "change" to buy an entire
or's@ mirladatellso air plum bad any have bun aot only willing, but eager
we will pay the highest free from all suggestions of scandal,
new superintendent of the Hopkinsoutfit
in
INIgenpnWefelleartaller WNW between to state in private or public, on oath or
our store.
which are rather too common at these
market price
State Taxes Reduced Five Cents From villa asylum, as attendant in tbe colmad W. K. Piper. She otherwise. all the facts within my
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Things are amine to a peony pees under the Repeellosa regime et the treats,
MINTER WOOS, Feetadesi.
sad * nag set be gong bie far to my
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DEATH
Claims Mr.James licClure
Meri wet her.

was an enthusiastic member of the
Christian 0ounty Hunting Club.
Funeral Services mere held this if.
ternoon al$ o'clock at Meriville, three
mile. f
Gathrie, and woe largely at
tended.
ADMITTED TO THE BAR.

FATE
Of Foreign rlinisteri Is
Unknown.

James A. McKanic, Jr., Will Practice
From Thursday" daily.
Mr. James Mother* Mesiwether died
Wednesday morning at ten o'clock al
his home, "Woodstock," near Trenton
He was one of the beet known planter,.
and most influential men in this region,
and had many relatives and friends in
Ohnstiau county. By marriage be was
closely asonected with the Bell, Wood,
4
and Quarles familtift.

(0ablegram to New Era.)
1.4./N DON, Nng ,Jane 28-The relief
force of 2,300 men sent from Tier, Tsin
has joined Vice Admiral Seymour,
whose ooluorn has lost heavily.
Many of his soldiers are wounded,
vino a great deal of sick ems exists.
The foreign ministers, lately at Pekin,
were not with Saymour's forms, and
their fate is unknown.
The greatest antiety Is felt about them.
The ministers were ordered to leave
Pekin, but whether this was an sot of
war or whether it was became the Obinese government cannot guarantee protection has not been ascertained
Disturbances in Southern °bine are
growing The missioueries are flocking
to the seaport.
Altogether 13,000 Japanese troops
have landed in Obit's and the Interns
Slone' force now numbers nearly 20.000
The Ninth United States Infantry has
sailed from the Philippines for (Thins.
Juan is preparing to send 20,000 more
troop*.
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FRANKFORT, June 28 -00. Beck.
hem refuses to state whether or not he
will mil an extra session of the legislature
It is reported today that Geo. John B.
Oastleinan her tendered his resignation
as A, jntant General of Ku Suety.
Gram Golden, charged with nomPlicicy in the Goebel murder, was arrested
today bear Barb( urville.
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prim-the mealiest ma will be 10% and
ses who mad& him. The labor an- the mthjeot, °Mooting She *aim of longer the individual sale that we look
many item will be sold at see-hossik
off, some at half price sad stem al then
to, for our profits at people who do a
lare randslasse also donne* President scenes& physiologist@
thsessIleal
lees than half
small business are forced to do; but its
MelLbeley, Genera Mariam and others onnery wise had..persona
in
the
volume
that
we
figure
on
In
a
who am held ruipeanbla for the hard- She qualms. sad
When you are sick yes go to an exthat
perienced doom,. Whom yos ere la
-modesid by doe Idaho salsas and Mem bads,powlees he psoldhl$0 by sisal) business you are forced to figure
trouble you go to es segleriessel lawyer.
the profit on each snit or pair of shoes
deemed Sat Ille president -either win- law.
and
a
good
one,
too,
or
else
the
expenses
dmill& the Weeps trona Shoeless away
Mists will sin he Se Ira Nano eo
will eat up everything In a large bedtesses the liberty el the sables le he masa
the Man powders, ithesuri
141)6111° tbeeonypecLiindwilmiusigrePst°:811811".b.1.1.11"? 11111:1"111.1186Wal
imes the profit is figured on the amount
reassed."
dandy has a liser sager whisk the male
8 men's fine Worsted Sack Suits-light check-original price $15 00
et the yew'. beanies and the individual 10 men's finest Imported worsted Frock Ooats and Vests-in neat
Alterelleas as their he*10~1110Weenress at ohm powders an being
gray cheeks and in plain colors-original prices $12 50 to $17 50 10 men's all wool "High Art" Striped Oleviot Seek Suits-original 286 men's and youths Sack and Frock Suits in
CONTRACT I'41 1-.
oat MO whoa diesranseetilere.
be
sale I. lost sight of and consequently
prim
$12
50
lassoessest It hake es though the a16 men's round and square Sack Suits-all wool Twill Otusimeres- 7 men's light gray Sall aril Pepper Cheviot, all wool-original
this lot and it contains some of the finest mode es a beading SOS 011541101111.1
IN amassSS NSIIIIINtat1110111011$
mold at a much loss profit than if it were
ssIallsary *DR hen es men farther
plain gray-original price $7 60
price $15 00
suits in our stock. We don't mean that we IS). hernbie-den she 00116-110impio sealna isheren pouring hdo abs
resting upon itself alone.
9 men's all wool Brown Oheviot square ant sack suits-original 19 men's D B. check Outsmart
price $12 50
with
are
offering any suit in our stock for $10 00 overran,eesis opes=
Thaleed NNW has allreceed the alesprice $1000
8 men's dark Oxford Cheviot Suits--original price $10 100
Take a very smell business for an exto am& It
hut
we do mean that in this lot there are -nosbing
young men's fine Sank Suits -sizes 14 to 19 years-Oserimeres
MS lbe invernasost. whisk has isends* moot Were thellIMOROD0 Mir
you can see die point very 85 and Wontecie-plain Blues and Blacks and fancy checks and 11 men's flue blue Unfinished Serge Butts-original price $1500
and
ample
THE ORSON incrtsies.
suits good enough 1,01d fine enough for a building beim we mash100111111PONS
65 men's Sacks and Frock Snits- all colors end materials-one or
asnalies Sae about WOO an Wag
stripes-origiusi prices $750 to $1250
plaialy. Suppose you go into a thus
two suits of a kied-orignal prices $12 50517 60
Prince-suits that have- been selling at $12- be wilting to make a eal1110/0/0,106.
Mama k Iv soy et MINS Clehmelth
Wore BRIO in Mae to buy aspen. of shoes 48 men's Sack Suits-1 and 2 of a kind-all grades and materials 25 young men's suits-14 to 19 years oid-orlightar- prices $12 50 to
floe. This is impossible bet we 11•*1
prices $10 00 to $12 50
and
c3lore-original
50
to $17 60
wadi hi medlar the deadens et ear Abed $il Cheered Per Belbei Camp By -the proprietor perhaps has had no
$15 00
detiratined to do tbe neat hese thing as
Itheids the Minh the governing
Tbe Eetertehmest.
other customer during the day and when
It and that is sell ally,is.. The mest
Young mens' Serge and Lustre sumBoy's lathdried and unlaundriect
3 dozen Roelofe black and brown
Mash have diary apes whieh Obey
noceedal means of en** a bag quer
mer coats in blacks and blues
Shirt
he shows you a pair of rho* he figures
N
"Mother's
Derby. at half price.
and light shades, 14 to 90 years
Friend'' patent, worth .50 to 86c
usy
et goods is a very deal tiagrh
elle workbag. and Sall theory is nee
that his Jays rent is $1 00, his taxes are
4
dozen
Young
Bros
black and
At Half Price
. ...............
for . .......... .
roma
Tuesday%
inch, out price ans-lhe Niger
thus
Imam.
"
"
""
brown
stiff
bass
in(last
hard spat the blow le Assort/as
sotson's
Sac, his lights are 25o, and hit living is
Boys' Knee Pants Suite,
Broken lots of Men's fine knit Unthe out the faster the selleho, sod Orb
style) worth $8 00, for. ..
Mae Gibson Phnom@ et Bethel
Mena'
Sack
Suite-all
wool
Plaid
• ,US is bleed epos almost arena
broken sizes
$3 00 and so on and he feels JUSTIFIED
derwear (mostly drawers). AsIs the plait er whey,ageolag in seems
II &wen Young Bros. black and
Osesimere in brown. and grays,
sorted else" worth 75e to 125
taws thst these adesede are Wag In- mole Oates* lea eight were a assasem in asking at lams 75o to a $1 00 profit on
Boys Knee Pants Suits, broken sizes.
our stook quickly.
brown stiff hats (this season's
size 84 to 42 original prioe $5.00
for
.
.
......
he*tam an arliedo sad Gamedal petal
worth $1 50, for ..
style) worth $3 00, for
gasted win
see the giganda Weiss.
to,
a54 50 shoe, and HE IS-in foot if he
Scriven's Patent Elastic Seam
10 dozen Men's black and brown
Boys Knee Pant. Suits, sizes 9, 10
A NSW meek0the emir, is being paha of Mew. The man was espec- did not, he would not lest long,
Menu' all wool gray Oassimere Sack
Bleath Drill Drawers. AU
A Note of Warning,.
For Hats. Aiworted shape'
and
11
years,
worth
gi
50 el vs 50,
Suits large sise only 40, 42 and
sizeiJworth 75c for
snob ee Imre where these Jape are M ially geed. The miss el Mks Frankel,
worth
76e
to
II
26,
for
pow take the large truisms- say
Ivory person for the pest WO pease
44 to-day's valuer 50 cut to
Boys Knee Pants Suite, Osesimeres
Men's unlined sample Driving and
Walt Onspiolon rum all the way trait Mho Desablas, Mips Hargraves mad
and Worstods, worth $4 00 and
Anderson's hand made "Gold
$100,00(0 yearly sales-that business is
has been talking adrhooed prime swell
gray
Mena'
fine
Oassimere
tan
and
Working
gloves
at
L
4
off
Ilallleadard Oil Oanapeny's mines la Mrs. Wastesgart was very mon opMedal" For Hate, black and
$460
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it has gotten to be as old story and
figured like this-10% on $100,000 is tea
Men's fine satin plain and embroiddrab Stetson's shapes. Best
wise 56 and 48 to-day's value
or tWAlese es Oinsegie's new prodeeed. Mrs. Waleson hal a yam
Choice of our entire stock of Boys
ered Suspender", worth 50 to
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has ever nisrlo for the mon.)
,
people are getting tired at bearing It
thousand dollars-enough to satisly any
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00
cut
to
Knee Pants Suits, worth $5 to $7 60WiPs 1 4/
1 00, for
all sises, 644 to 7,, worth
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Med
. .
In clothing and shoes tbe advent* ass
man. Now take this $2 60 shoe and figOasstmere
fine
Sack
°oat*
Mans'
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for
Then
Men's Boston Garton (silk web)
Boys Odd Knee Pants, sixes 4 to 14
Oen big WES
wills a full violin sons were nods
and Vests-broken lots and bro
not been felt up 10 Ibis time. The larva
ure to% on it and you find it is 25c as
worth 25c for.
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who
Such
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original
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value*
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wise:
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somplasest Of Japanese
straw and cloth. Original
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Bicycle
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suits,
all
grades
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'414 Haan* Brats,
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long sod slim cuts, worth $15 00
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out so Half Prime.
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lookout for this
Meeks are
to $17 50, eut to
The easelies is essious enough to inset- Donlan sad Heeds Long; Masers.
254,, to 331 1% Men's Balbrigean Undershirts and
There is no use arguing the fact-quanshoat
all
exhausted
and
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taw
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worth
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for
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Men's
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strength
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manufacturers
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size"
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Anderson'i'13•A rgain Record.

ID?1

Begins TUESDAY,JULY 3rd, and Runs Till August 10thl
will

will

JILIWform Cut of"

PER CENT.

Mite Great Bargain LOIs of Ma's and Boys' Suits.
Lot 1-Choicc for $5 Lot2-Choice for $750 Lot3 Choicefor$1000

Clothing.
cut

25c

50c
$1.00
$1.50

$3.50
$3.75

$1.50

50c

.$2.25

45c

50c

$2.50

$6.50

co

25c
18c
I Oc
25c
I Oc

50c

$4.50

$12.50

45C
50c

$1.88
25.c

Miscellaneous Bargains.

45c

Furnishings.

$2.50

Hats.

5c
Sc
bc
25c

35c
8c

54
'6

$2.00

I 8c

13.00

26c
50c

I Sc

$8.50

$9.00

$8.00

60c
$1.35
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Main Street,

Hopkinsville, Ky.
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PROSPERITY

URGED

LAS

WORKING

"S.
. MAW
WitilMMEgral

Harmony And United Ef- We Have a One Sided Ar- Hard In Interest of The
fort Among Democrats.

It has come; you have been waiting for a

rangement.

Elks Fair.

Judge

Black's Speech-How Trusts And Com- Ready For Su
ptions
Sebree Petitioned-Great AttractIon. Will
bines Affect The
Political Notes.
Be Engaged
Farmers.

GENUINE
BARGAIN SALE

The Executive Committee of the Hop
There is not a single occupation,
The Hon. James
D.
131a3k
of Barboursville, oaudidate for the business or profession to which is not kinsville Elks Fair is hard at work ou
Demaeratio nomination for Governor attached by the Republican organs the the preliminary details of the big gala
label "Prosperity."

SALE WILL BE SATURDAY, JUNE 30, MONDAY;
ted Democracy that would lead
JULY 2 AND TUESDAY, JTLY 3.
tory
following prices. If you do not find any •
thing to interest yJu call and see us, we will
have thousands of other bargains we
have no space to mention.

$10.00

For choice of our $2 00, 3 00 For Expert Sewing Machine,
- .400 Ladies Shoes, sizes worth 20.00.'
to 34 only.

$1.90

lhe committee appointed to solicit
to vic- individuals to loudly express thanks for
and the redemptioan of the state prosperity when they do not come up to lands for the fair has begun work, and
was strong and convincing, and his the label. The notion has been going every business man in the city will be
speech has not only made him many about that the farmers are efflicted with given an opportunity to contribute.
Mende to this oocinty, but it is believ- 'astounding prosperity," simply be- The merchants regard the fair with

ed that it will do much to heal the dis- cause priced) of farm produce have, in
sensions of the past. In behalf of his the last two or three year., partly reown nomination, he urged that he came covered from the low level they reached
from the Repuolic.an stronghold, the in some previous years. Now the farm-

favor.

The street fair helped the city
last year, and the enterprise this salmon
will be on more advanoed lines and will

must pay tribute to the trust, and no
better illustration of the truth of this
can be made than in the case of the
American Steel Company. Six thou-

sent out. The designs for tivqie are
beautiful and striking. A radius of a

It there was so much prosperity, why
memory of ilyv. Goebel contemplate
could not the farmer afford to purchase
seeding a conunittee to Karaite City
the necessary Implements? The fact is
during the time of th
.
u.National conthat a heavy impost is laid upon nearly
vention to receive eubeiTriptions for the
everything the farmer needs in his
fund.
household in in his business, while the
A petition signed by over fifty Re- prices of his own products are at the
publicans of Hopkinsville, calling upon mercy of speculators, combine*, cor-

One will be the Elks' parade, *bother
the trades and industrial parade, and,

n
Z2C

or 15 and 20c fine Hosiery, a yard for regular 5c Lawns
k and.colors.
1
02C
a yard for small lot of 6c
Ladies' and Gents' hem- Calicoes
-tched Handkerchiefs,beau• ul fine goods, worth 25
nd 35c.
a yard for lot of Ginghams.
Percales and other cloths,
worth 8 to 10c
or all regular 1.0c Hosiery.

10c

5c

10c

a yard for all our fine Baor choice of Infants' Vests, tistes, worth 15c
fine cotton and cassimere,
*ghtly soiled, worth 15 to

last

day

or regular 25c WorkShirts.
dozen Balbriggan Underirter, plain or fancy, worth

29c
doz. Gents' Undershirts,
•n and fancy; slightly
led, sizes 38 and 40 only,
orth 50c.

15c
doz. fancy Suspenders,
orth 25c.

I9c

11 lot soiled Shirts, w'rth
to $1.00.

33c

doz assorted styles soft
om Shirts, worth 50o.
andsna Ties worth 50c.

a floral

One day will be known as Elks' Day,
and it promises to be a "hot time in the
old town" when it comes. 'The local
odge has been assured by ali the lodges

Hon, E U. Sabres, of Henderson, to ners, etc , etc. The farmer has to meet n the cities of this region
that they will
become a candidate for Oongrees in his the world's price in disposing of his be here to participate in
the festivities
district, Las been presented to that gen• product, but he encounters a different at that time.
From Clarksville, Bowtleman for his consideration
state of things when he comes to par- ing Green, Naseville, Henderson,
lease for himself. The range of price Owensboro, Paducah, Mayfield, EvansA movement is on foot among the set up by the speculators Is artificial, ville, and elsewhere, hundreds of the

59c

White Goods.

ISC
20C
2SC

-41111.

Laces & Embroideries

Wool Goods from 15c to
doz. pretty Madras
1 50 per yard in this sale ; we
m
nice8'hclean
Soft include all our fashionable
a, worth $1 00.
Greys, Crepons, etc

17c

Sheetings & Domestics

9c

Carpets.

at manufacturers prices—we
hoice of 5 doz. Pipes, w'rth expect to lose the freight.
25 to 50c.

For choice of 500 Books,
orth 15 and tMc.

$1.90

matter —Louisville Times.

HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.

reva
EffraWanna

THE PALACE0
ace

The Latest in Summer Millinery.

JUNE BARGAINS
FROM JUNE 4TH TO 23RD.
These goods are Pretty, Stylish, Up-to-Date. I can save
you 2bc oa every dollar spent. Call and see for yourself.

Fq MRS. ADA LAYNE. 11.1AleftlffiggEMERVE

A I

447

and combines.

HOT WEATHER and tender feet are
H.Morton K Youts says in a late
inSet
ew: "I have found during the Iwo tough problems. We can't regulate
the weather but we can make you a pair
lass
weeks that many Democrats
of light and easy shoes which will be a
over the State favor a return to the old plesoure to you.
viva voce system of voting, and, in my
JEFF MORRIS.
Over Ulark's
eitu&s,wtf.
opinion it would be a wise move on the

AT IS IT?

HIS LEG CUT OFF.

Accideet

James White, the lb year-old son of
eider' The present system of voting
has never been popular, and the sooner Dallas White, the well known colored
it is done away with the better."
barber, had one of his legs cut off at

NEW MACHINE SHOP.
()all on Lewis Starling, oor Sth and
Clay streets, near L & N. depot, for
repairs on engines and all machinery.
Bost line of oils and engine supplies.
w2m jti

ANNOUNCEMENT.

Guthrie at an early hour Sunday owning, says the Clarksville Courier. He
is reported to have died from the accident. He was beating his way on the

Why not shut it out
- by using our

It Does N t Fly,
It Does Not
Crawl, But Gets
There All the
Same.

Screen Windows ang
nit
and Doors 6 p.

atismall cost? Nice
plain doors and hard- 3
11
ware at $1. Windows
complete at 50c.

early morning train to Guthrie, from
which place he wanted to catch the excursion train to Evansville.

PLEASURE AND COMFORT can be
had by wearing our shop-made shoes If
We are authorized to announce
you have never worn a pair you should
JUDGE JAMES D BLACK,
of Knox county, as a candidate for the give an order at once.
(Aloe of Governor of the State of KenJEFF MORRIS,
lucky, subject to the action of the DemOver Mark's.
ocratic convention.
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part of the Legislature to .offer a con-

isc " Rag Carpeting.

OPP. OPERA HOUSE,

fil

-

- stitutional amendment doing away with

or pick of our 2 50, 3.00
Mattings
and 3.50 Lace Curtains.
orne splendid values in Net For 9c, iic, 15c, 24c,
worth 121c, 15e, 20c, 35c.
nrtains.

4

Lawyers who thought the law con• mast go into the ever expanding tax
elusive for se election this fall have mill which is grinding him into poverty
come around to Mr. Kohn's views of the when he is not paying into the trusts

22C for pretty Ingrain Goods the Australian system. Young Demo"w'rth 35C crat, all over the State favor the old A Colored Boy Meets With Am
25C " "
39c
It
soc
system and a great many favor the old
At Guthrie.
SIC " " all wool" 65c August election, with 'ginger cake and

oyal Dry Goods Co

*E
.
•".•

Democrats who favor the immediate and what they gain in the speculative antlered herd will come to Hopkinsville.
amendment of the present election law market they pocket—what they lose
NO MORE CIGARETTE PICTURES.
of the State to get the State Oot vention, hey mercilessly force the farmer to
when it assembles at Lexington on Ju- pay by an increase of prioes in manu-

ly 19 next, to adopt a resolution callirg factures This seeming prosperity will Hereafter Packages Contaising Them
Will Be Seized By Uncle Sam.
on Gov Beckham to convene tke Legis- be discovered the MOTO you look behind
lature in extra session for the purpose It to be a myth, and although the misa yard for all our 15 and 18c Jr la proposed that an extra session of fortunes of the rest of the earth have
An WA of congress, passed in Mai
.
eth
Dimities
thirty days be held in September n.xt enabled the farmer to dispose of more
0197, prohibits the sale of toba000, ciin order that the law as amended may of his products than formerly, still
gars or cigarettes in packages in which
be in operation at the November elec. there are combinations to be broken
are pictures. This act went into effect
In Linens, Nainsooks, Long lion. The promoters of the epeeist down, trusts to be abolished and the last Friday.
Cloths and Dimities. Our seseion ides say that it is in the inter- financial system eliminated before the Deputies from the collector's office
regular prices are a great mg of no special candidate for th go- farmer can really say that a period of have been instructed Is keep an eye on
cheaper than you can pur- bernatorial nomination, but in order to prosperity has been inaugurated
all manfactuters and cigar more., jind
chase elsewhere. We offer have the fall Election held under a law How much of the enormous balance o seize any packages containing plcMOTO satisfactory to the masses than is of trade in our favor has reached the
the following cuts:
urea. Packages which bear revenue
the present law.
farmer? Has he been enabled to restamps
prior to the date of June 1 will
qualities.
——
4c for sc
duce his mortgagee by payment of the
8c
not
be
touched.
The law was to have
sc
The opinion of Mr Aaron Kohn preprincipal, or even to pay the interest in
gone
into
effect
last
8c " ioc
April, but fearing
pared for the Democratic State ()entre'
full without securing an extension of
that
the
manufactures had not grasped
IQC
124c
Oommittee to show that the law is
time? Are his wife and children better
if
the substance of the act, it operation
I2C
against holding an election this fall for
dressed. is his farm in a more flourishdi
it
was deferred to June 1
'SC
Governor is attracting much attention
ing condition, has he purchased any
id
.1
I9C
in the State, especially among the lawnew carpets, curtains, furniture for his
ft
SENT UP FOR TWO VEARS.
3SC
yen The opinion is concurred in by
24C
household? Is he enabled to employ
his law partners, David W. Baird and
more help to relieve his aching bones
The jury in the case of the common
T. W. Spindle.
and those of his wife and children from
vs. Jack Wagoner,
wealth
colored,
gni!t
Our stock is very large and Mr Kohn said he has heard from a the arduous labor they continually cm
charged
detaining
with
"
woman,
easy to selectfrom,in addition large number of attorneys who agree dergo to save their homes from the
brought in a verdict of
and fixed
to our already low prices we with him in the position he takes. The maw of the mortgage?
his punishment at two years in the
will take of! 25 per cent or expressions of some are, "Your position We trow not and the proof of it is penitentiary A motion for a
new trial
1-4 off all purchases in this is strongly taken " Others say, "Your that beyond the mere meant of exiswas made
arguments are unanswerable"
department.
tence, whatever he makes or earns

Dress Goods.

Leaders in Styles.

pageant.

I2c

15c

You Should SEE THEM,
the Quality is
Much Better Than the
Price Indicates.
GANT and SLAYDEN,

hur:dred miles of Hopkinsville will be
covered, and few cross-roads, fences,
sand men were thrown out of employ- tree boxes, barn doors or dead walls will
ment because of the lack of demand for be overlooked
Implements which the farmer could not
At least three big parades will be
purchase because of their high price given during the fair.

probably on the

Several Hundred
Yards of
Muslins and Dimities
Have Just
Been Opened. They
Are Beautiful
and Very Stylish, and
the Price is Only

10c

stolen the presidency in 187e, sod main demonstrating any increase, are Imo e added, and the great festive occasion
than absorbed by the increased price be will be billed like a circus.
most pay for everything for which the
Thousands of colored posters, cards,
farmer exchanges his produce
He sheets, Imind bills and souvenirs wil: he

21c

lc
10c

#:1

be of much more direct benefit to the
inountaios, and said that the nomina• er ought to know, and the reoords of business men.
0apt. Lloyd W. Whitlow, the popular
tion of a mountain risen would be worth mortgages in the various county clerk's
several thousaud votes to the Democra- and recorders' offices demonstrate the proprietor of Hotel Latham, has headed
cy. He spoke of the Republicans steel- fact, that all these increased receipt,, the subscnption list with $100
Many elaborate new features will be
ing the state in 1e96 as the party had if anybody can show a bank account

For pick and choice of our that if eleoted Goveruor he would favor
handsome Picture Frames, a fair and impartial election law that
On all our P. D and Dr. hold picture 18x30, This is would be approved by all honest p.ople
loner's Corsets.
a great drive--they're worth His speech was received with much falot ladies' Corset Covers. 2 50 to 3.50.
vor by Democrata of all shades, and has
14:4 ladies' Night Gowns.
First come first served. given him •strong following in ChrisThese goods will last but a tian county. He went from here to
Guthrie, where he spoke last uigio, and
few- days. No charging. No is in Madisonville
today
or well made good fitting goods sent out on approval
and no goods allowed to be The ladies in charge of the fun,1 bemaker Corsets.
returned.
ing raised to erect• monument to the

10c

:ee
. •
l

••

Trik.

Filial TUNday's daily

Every individual event. There are a thousand and one
State witb a speech delivered to a large man knows better than the statistician things to be attended to that call for the
audience as. the oourthouse yesterday whether he is prosperous or not, and it exercising of clear foresight and careful
afternoou. efts plea in behalf of a uni- is useless to expect an aggregation of ()consideration.

One-Half Price

•
e

Kor.4,

There will be no disappointment about prices,
they will be lower than ever before.
opened his canvass in this section uf the

63c

•

••.;
_

ind

;474
,
.s.
e*0
• •
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LARGE

FATAL

BONDS

FREED

WILL

1$151M1111151:MEM
Enjoy Yourself Celebrating the

Number of Delegates Are Ending To a Small Boy's Have
Been Filed With the Powers On Outlaw
Tay- Of Col. H. P. Potter Is Pet
Looked For.
Joke.
Federal Clerk.
lor's Pardon,
Proboted.
_
Program Will Interest
Gill Jones Paid Toll With fir. Major the Third Vic- Goebel Suspects' Attor- Tender
Expressions About
And Benefit All Who
tim--New Trial Is
a Piece Of
neys are Conferring
His Beloved Wife and
Attend.
Granted.
lead.
With Prisoners
Children.
The second annual session of -The
South Kentucky Christian Preachers'

1-49, 4th
„July

(Special to New Era )
Gill Jones, aged fourteen, shot and
The bonds of John Ohildress and T
The will of the late Ool Huber
t P.
HARLAN COURT HOUSE, Ky.
perha
ps
fatall
wound
y
ed
Moses
H
Canoe
Gaine
s,
s,
or
Christ
Potter was probated Monday
ian county, were
Meeting" will be begun at the Ninth
in lb.
JUDO 27 —John L. Powers, who
twelve, at Montgomery Sunday.
was ar- Warren circuit court.
filed with Clerk Lindsay In the Federal
Street Obristian church of this place. aged
The instrument
rested here yesterday charged with par- was written by the
Jones
claim
the
s
shoot
testator and bears
ing
wanil
was
court
Sootis
Monda
y.
Ohildr
Tuesday evening next at 8 o'clock.
ees and Oarless
ticipation in the murder of Cloy. Goe- the date, June 20, 189h. He reques
dental. Others say it was a
ts
act were indicted at the recent term of the
Preachers and other church officers, and
that after his death he be given •
bel, was turned loose this morning.
modand
that
the
boy
will
be
murdeg
a
federa
ter
court
l
if
on
the
charg
leaders of churches, including Sunday
e of having
est and decent burial and that his
father
Powers is superintendent of public
violated the fifteenth amendment to the
or two brothers qualify without
school Superintendents, teachers and Gaines dies. Both are colored. i
bond am
instru
ction
in
Knox
count
y
and
came
to executors of his estate, and that
The shooting occurred in tite town onstitution of the Unite States
Remember, we will celebrat
workers among the young from various
d
by
one of
e 4th July
Harlan on legal business. While at them, or all, qualify
limits
Montg
of
omery
.
Jones
as
guard
Marte
havin
ian
d
at
g
gener
a
6
or
2
1
al
electi
motions of the westernmost thirty-three
on held for
guard
ians
of
tendi
"my
ng
to
these
dsar,
matte
rs
sweet
July
he
was
arrestchildren,
by puttting on sale
counties of the state are invited, and to enter a gate in front of a ditelliog county officers in Christian county, in
ed on the warrant issued from the Katherine Amelia Potter and Hubert&
house. Young Gaines barred his way, November, 1897, unlaw
•,..
fully and will
not a few of them are expected to be in
Francis Potter, sod also for any other
Franklin circuit court. He at Once emand playfully insisted on the bay "pay fully intimidated and prevented
child or children that may bless our
attendance duriniethe meeting which
Jim
ployed an attorney, who took out habem union, (meaning
ing toll."
Shipp, Bad Gaines, Simon Wilcox.
union with my present
extends over Thursday, the bib, prox.
corpus papers before 0ounty Judge Oor wife, Mamie Louise McKenzie Potter
•
It is stated that Jones hecame very Robert Spurting, Eddie Word
),
we
The program is well nigh complete
, Silas
requesting that bond be executed as
nett.
angry and, drawing a revolver, cried as Shippel, Geo Paine and
other negroee
and is a good one. It is seldom that
Judge Oornett took the matter under guardian or guardians for the children."
he fired:
from voting by bribing them and giving
the church people of so comparatively
He devises that his father or brothers
consideration, and this morning, on the
"Here's your toll"
to each of them $2 in money not to
shall manage the estate and divide it WI
smell a territory have the opportunity
presentation of the "pardon" which W. the laws
The ball entered the child's body vote. The espies upon which
of the State of Kentucky direct
to enjoy at a single short meeting so
Ohildress
S.
Taylor had given, he released Pow- The will continues:
above
the: right breast. Physicians and ()otiose were arrested closes with
many excellent things.
"It is my earnest wish that my estate
ers just as the Knox eouuty judge dia
Prof. J. W. McGarvey, the veteran have probed for it, but have not yet suc- this statement : '•All said men being of
be
wound op with as much dispatch as
when similar proceeding( were instiEfi'Worth $2, $2 50, $3 oo
teacher of the Bible, has been invited to ceeded in locating it. The wound is color, negrom, men of African decent,
possible and practicable; that the esand $3 so.
tuted.
believ
ed
to be mortal.
and twenty-one years of age and not
tate be relieved of every dollar of in
lecture in the capacity of chief 'meeker,
THE
CET
EBR
ATI
ON
PRICE
Powers left immediately for home.
debtedness against same, and after the
Jones made no effort to escape. On white."
and he has definitely accepted the inviestate
is
divide
d
(as
Tuesd
the
laws
ay
he was arrested by a deputy
of KenThe third of the warrants issued untation.
ICE uREAM PARLOR.
tucky direct), I request that my extern
der federal indictment. lisia,been served
His subjeots and hours of speaking sheriff and taken to jail at Oadiz.
tors and guardians of my children
will
on Mr Matt Major.
will probably be as follows: Tuesday
1 am prepared at all hours to serve Ice look carefully at all times, not only afVENERABLE LADY PASSES AWAY.
He appeared Monday before Commis- Oreem made of the Very Finest, Purest ter the children's estate, but will aid,
night at 8 o'clock, "Mistakes in the Bisioner Ferguson and gave bond fer his of Oream to Ladies Especially at my ale assist and advise my darling Wife in the
ble"; Wednesday ae 2:30 p in, "The
From Tur,May't
Rant newly fitted op restaurant just in conduct of her own affairs', (business or
appearance at Owensboro.
Preaching for Our Times"; Wednesday
Sale will begin at 7 o'clock a. m.
front of Hotel Latham, My past record otherwise), and I affectionately advis
Miss Lou Poindexter, the venerable
e
and
night at 8 o'clock,"Ramat Attempt. to
——
as oa:erer while with Mr. Schmitt will her never to make any arrangement.,
sister of Mrs. Ritchie Burnett, passed
clos
e
at
In the action of Buckner & Oo , of be guarantee sufficient that my
7
p.
Discredit the Resurrection of Ohriat" ;
m.
trades
or
loans
without advising fully
place
peacefully away last night at Mrs
Hopkinsville, against the Merchants will oe chalkiest* of the conuoissieurs and and freely with my father and brothers,
Thursday morning at 10 o'clock, "How
Barnett's residence on South Main
Insurance company, of Newark, N J., judges of the culinary art. Everything and upon receiving their advioe I earto Study the Gospels"; Thursday afterstreet She had been ill only a shot.
new and strictly up-to-date. Best of nestly recommend and request her
to
Judge Evans rendered a written opinnoon."The Analytical Theory of the
trained help in my parlors. Special at- bold same to the utmost
time, but owing to her advanced age
ion in which he says that the circuit tentio
Pentateuch."
As to my life insurance, the
n given to telephone orders. Meals
hope for her recovery had been stitch
policies
court of appeal" left nothing to be done sent to any quarter of the city.
Rev. J. B. Briney, the distinguished
My 26 indicate how I dere proceeds dieusibuduring the last few days. Simi was
in the case, except to have an assess- cent meals cannot be duplicated. I re. tad.
pusimikee and lecturer, will also be in
nearly eighty-three years old.
1 hereby direct y esecotars
went of damages under rules already Tactfully solicit your patronage.
Ibis meeting. He will lecture on Thursto pay
Poindexter was an intelligent and ad
to the trustees of the Methodist
WM
CLAR
K,
Episcolaid down in the rime and when it. was
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock on "Soi
ecd&w4w-jf
pal church, South (State
mirable lady. She was a member o
Telephone 269-2,
street), of
called for trial on June 4, in the interenoe and the Bible." This is one of
Bowling Green, Ky , at a time
the Christian chusch and her life was it
that will
est of a friendly and sensible adjustbest suit my executors and my
his best known and and most effective
estate's
lesson in usefulness and kindiss4
in
best welfare, the sum of live
ment, the court inquired if the counsel
lectures.
He will preach Thursday
hundred
the sweet sincerity of her afTetlo4 for
dollars (POO), said amount
could not agree upon an amount; that
night at 8 o'clock on "Preach the
so be used
her frtetds and the tender love for he
In either liquidating part
of the church
it was particularly 'supposed that the
Word."
debt or improving the churc
relatives. She was a daughter of the
h building
mode of settlement • would not be in
All
devotional
meetings and late
in some manner, and not to
Major John Poindexter, one o
be used in
Is'found at our shop at the
juicing to the defendant; that OW
them' are to be made timoli of, will be
paying off assiaries or any debts Of
that
9hrtatian county's wealthiest and most
uharso
sati
ter.
some
sfac
conve
tion ill every particular.
rsation at the bar and among
cooduoted by the efficient pastor to
Your orders
orominent citizens. She was born in
Witness my hand day and
counsel the sum of $1.500 was agreed
earn
Henderson, Rev. E. J. Willis.
date
estl
above
y solicited.
written.
The South Kentucky Building
Virginia, coining to Kentucky with her
neon, and a jory being sworn, that
Rev It W. Thornton, of Mayfield,
and Loan Association of HopHUNIAT P PUTIZR.
mrents when a girl. Much of her life
Witness Vim D. MelCu
kineville, Ky , willbutld you a
agree
ment was carried mit, and a ver
will speak on "The Preacher and Swift'
toV,
house on may monthly payffhe spent on the Poiudexter„.plaoe near
It is my desire (and so
will) that my
diet returned s000rdingly. Now, bat/OProblems"; Rev. NY H. Ligon of Hanmanta, For particulars apply to
home, and household furnis
Garreitsbarg, where the remains at!
hings,books,
ver, the opinion further recites, the deson, on "Some Things the Preacher
Seventh and Virginia St., Hopkinsville
silverware, jew elry,brio-a- brae,
Henry C. Cant, be taken to-morrow morning foehurial
Pre
watches,
s
, Ry.
fenda
nt
moves
clocks
for a new trial upon the JE McPher
Oen and Ought to Do for the Sunday
, etc., shall go to my
son
wife and
.
Sec
She had been a resident of Hopkins&
Tre
s
children, and I want under
ground alleged that the counsel had no
School"; Ds. John W. Orenahaw, of
no circumville about twenty years.
stance. whatever an inven
author
ity
from
the
tory or apOadle, on "The Stereotyped in Oh arch
defendant to • make
praisal made of same. H P
such agreement, which the defendant
Porritit "
Work"; Mr. John S. Orenshaw, of OaAugust 1, 1899.
LILE--BULLOCK.
accor
dingl
y
repud
iates; that the deths, on "The Duty of the Christian CaMessrs. J. E. and W. J.
Potter yesterfendant has filed certain affidavit. in
day qualified as executors
sein to be Grateful for His Oonntry";
of the estate,
Mr. Jesse P. Lite and Miss Mollie
and the former miguardian
support of its motion, one of whioh is
Rev. T. D Moore, of this place, on "The
..T
HE
of the two
TAI
LOR
,..
Bullock, of North Christian, will be
children.
by A. B. St. -John, which, as there is Will Clean Your Suits By a New
Duty of the Ohriatian Citizen to be
Pro
joined in marriage Sunday. The oere
aeon. Your work will be done any
nothing involved except the question of
Hopeful," and Rev, J L. Hill, of Maditime you want it. Wit want
niony will take place at the home of the
the attorney's authority, somewhat on
sonville, on his duty to be -Industrio
Your Trade .
us bride's father, Mr.
Richard Bullock, in
in His Country's Affair*.
Johnson's precinct. Rev. R. L Melton necessarily misrepresents what was Ladies' Work a Specialt
y.
done in court; that in all events',
Words of welcome will be spoken by will officiate.
inasLook up what you want done and
much as the authority of the attorney at then telephone 134-4 and my agent
Rev. W L. Ronne D. D., and Prof. A.
will
CALL and see samples of our made
come around and give you prices.
law
does not carry with it the right to
Kuyke
0.
ndall, and response will be to-order shoes and repair
work of al
Basle by Rev. W. H Pinkerton, of Pa- kinds
Our Work Guaranteed,
compromise a litigation, the motion of
,
daosh, president of the meeting.
dtu&s,wtf.
the defendant for a new trial is susemm JEFF "R11
4
tained, on the ground that it repudiates
E. 7th St ,
City
as unauthorized the action of its attor
ney in agreeirg to the verdict. The
judgment of June 4 is, therefore,
set
aside, and a new trial of the case orderei, and the case set for trial on July
2, at a special terra of the court.—

flu
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200 Pair Men's Viii Kid,
Kangaroo, Colt Skin
and Calf Shoes

$1.501

J.T.WALL&CO.

INNS

.71111ThEMEI

•

MONUMENTS, TOMBSTON

Don't you want to

All kinds of Cemetery Wo

OWN YOUR
OWN HOME??

LOWEST PRICES

CALL AND GET PRICES,

Yours Truly,

ROBT. H. BROWN,

Daily New Er
ioe ciNNT Inr•

Sutton

... ;a034393;3
"
0
B.,303
, ,
0 0930
,
044.

SUTTON,

The Tailor,

MittrittIMMITI MITTM11111tP4

STAG LIQUOR C01,

Oweueboro Messenger.
Dr. J. B Garber, a prominent Veteri
nary Surgeon, of Eliz ibetlitown, Ky , is
in the city to locate and prsotioe his
profession. Any orders,left will. Renshaw & Son, McIntyre's or Layne's
stable will have prompt attention.
T,S&Wlui
VERY

6

E.

ILI.,

Bicycle Repairing

.
SAVE YOUR SOLES by having them
Not merely jack of all trades
but exrepaired at once. Our work is first class
perts in their lines. Oosts no
more to
in every respect. Give us a trial
have the work done right. Our
charges
JEFF MORRIS,
our low.
'cltues,w1f
Over (Nark's.

Is the ONLY place in Hopkinsville to buy'

E

Fine Whiskies, Fine Wines, Fine
Liquors, Fine Brandies, and Fine Cigars

NEW

Quality and Service Considered.

Five dollar silver certili-stes of
the
new design have made their appearance
and took the place of the old fives in
all

STAG LIQUOR CO.,
Opera House Building.

El

H. L. HOMES,

CERTIFICATE. Successor to E M. Rioh
& Co., No. 113
Went Seven

One of lee Most Artistic Probuctions
of
Kind Ever _Issued.

The Lowest Priced house in this secs
ion
of the State.

'PHONE 315.

FIVE DOLLAR

Asbestol Tan Fireroof Gloves in Corm
ilovan,Calfand Napa
Goat 50c,75c, $1.00

Immediate Repairs.

Those which must be attended
at once
Mr. Fred Blumeustiel, of Nashville,
and these that should be, bring
to
is extremely ill at the home of his fathH. L. Holmes
er, Mr. Henry Blumenstiel.
Be was
brought here from Nashville Sunday Sure to be done promptly and done wel
Have workmen who know all
about
night.

th Street, next to New Era
office, Hopkinsville, Kr.
eod&w3m.lt22

$10 Reward!

For any one selling
treasury payments from the cash room Clothing
, Underwear,
The feature of the new note is
Diamonds, Watches,
a large
typical Indian bead in the center,
Clocks, Jewelry, thins
with
a blue seal and a large letter" V"
with Pistols, Bicycles, Musithe word "Five" also in blue, runni
cal Instruments, Etc,
ng
in a curved line across it.
Cheaper Than
As an artistic production this note
is
regarded ea equal to any ever issued
by
the government
Buffalo Pawn -Brokers Agent, N.
isod&w.1
7th St., Hopkinsville, Ky.

J. DAVIS

These goods make the best gloves
in the
world for the working man.
They are
tough and will stand any kin
d of hard
service, yet are perfectly soft
and pliant
and never harden. Contact
with fire or
heated objects have no effect
on them.

Don't Buy Ally Other Kind.
Let us furnibh you the best

E BASS SHOE CO.

WALLACE WARFIELD,
Mg Shoe Department.

ALEX (:0X,
Mgr. Furnishings Dept.
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pi Wilk,of UestIss, pal/ Ilia
NORTH ATLANTIC
New Ire es appreeleeed sell Tender,
SQUADRON SAILS, Miss Sophie Arnold, of Newport, le a
MI

•

TAYLOR BACK

WAS APNAIO OP MAI,
11•1•11.1 MINIM

1.11plas

Pithard Alki000l Tim*, Up lila Job Al

all.alk

ilipasial le Now Med
esmes of Was Annie SWANN
TIN flopillsovillo Wye,
-Ake
00014.91.
Mr Ashby Ntlateads 'peal yeelsrthly
WarIll Alleutio Sooting WWI Row- in Parliellil
•*
gel Usotelli flollseede.
141oltard Adhlorti, of Hardin/121N i
iii ebb
Adleirel Parguhar, sailed few bete to(Special In New Jiro
LaeI lbseeilareses
Moors We. IP Oar .1.,
OPI) of
Mr W
row Vbe Presided Adlel D. I Au lammenee we'd set tie lanewho *is recently appointed
day for:NewporS 14 I The bearMisar- esterday
sa INDIANAPOLIS,
June
bong
and
I
It
Lag
selected
I
Vale,
was with some di&
ble'Healed oe
the stieuusuis as VIII L444'141.0116 asy
and Mrs. Taylor have sr or-.1
;
•
Ii
t
i
•
as-larg•
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The Absolutely Pure
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BAIKINCy•-POWDER
is the baking powder of general
use, its sale exceeding that of all
other baking powders combined.
Royal Baking Powder has not
its counterpart at home or abroad.
Its qualities, which make the bread
more healthful and the cake of finer
appearance and flavor, are peculiar
to itself and are not constituent
in other leavening agents.
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Ow% bees white oak half-soles, head
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sewed.regular price $1 SD,eat to Ile.
Mars beet white oak half nee, pegged ar sealed, regular price 76o, cat le

s-er. 311(Sdin,
40 ask

veanregain price 500. out isZ
Weemes's heat turned or
regalia price 80e.eas $5e the. t hot e

Anderson's Liberty Tan $2 60 Shoe,
Anderson's Old Glory $2 oo Shoe,
Anderson's Dewey $3.00 Shoe

OF EVERY SHOE IN OUR STORE.

Anderson's Warranted $3 oo Shoe

4
And that's equal to 25 per cent. off of their real value. Read
this Bargain list and if you find any shoes to suit :you It's) like
picking up money to buy them.

Women's best Batted soles, Meliftlifff
.4 d I If
mite Mo. out to 40o.
Invent so impress ear smiewere
wishlbe fuss thes our shoe sl4W pi-
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Men's heel straightemed, regular price
Sert, an to 90,1
Illee's beet rubber as* pee es (VW.

Anderson's Little Wond2r 7t5c Shoe
Anderson's Wear-for-Ever $1.15o Shoe,

$2.00
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$1.80
CUT TO
$2.70
CUT TO
$2.50
: CUT TO
68c
CUT TO
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Memo' Cordovan Ism shoes -Bull
Dog toe Goodyear Welt &demise 6 to 8 worth $3 00 for

oi•tuti

Stacy, Adams & Clo's low out shoes,
blacks and tans all 7's A & B
width., worth $4 50 for
6 pair Mons' Square Box toe ()elf
worth
Uouttress- oz 5 to
P 00 for
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76c
$2.50
$3.60
i$125
_10% off

Anderson's Kick-Me.Hard School Shoes
Anderson's Old Reliable $t so Shoe, :
Misses' Fancy Plaid Hose, worth 16o, for.

I Oc

Ohildreu'a Black Hose, shies 6 to 8, worth
UU
i0o for

10

Boys' Ins Viol black and tan Oxford worth $1 50 and $1 26 for
Hasa' gemwan LemesiF00 Laos and
ented& and cap toe worth

r

Mess' and Boys' patent leather
Dewing Pimp wank.110 sod
55,00 15
litssW PotSs& Pby Shoo worth

.100 ,
Adm.a ow. mom
is../i.eMew
shass-Siswise- vises 6,6,3,

$1.00
$2.00
$1.00

25
CUT TO $1,

24 pair Mild@ Black Turn Sole Shoes Lace and
Worth $150
Button Pointed toes else. 8 to 11
and 175 for 125

17 pair Oh ilds Coin Toe Lsoa Shoes Fancy
Tope and Collars ideas h 1-2 to 11. Worth
1
Velvet
Stocking'',
"Fay"
Misses
Ohildren's and
I in: $150 for 75o.
sizes 5 to 93, worth from Sbe to 50o

Sc
Ladies' seamless tan and brown cotton
1.0c
Hose
I Oc
Ladies' seamless black cotton Hose
19 pain Men's 'leucite Leggings, worth 30o
I Oc
for

Children'. good tan Hnee

38 pair (Mild. Black Patent Tip Button Shoes
shies 6 to I 1-1. Worth 75, 90 and $100 for 'titto
10 pair MORA. Patent Tip Button Shoes plies
1$ 1-9 to 3. Worth $135 and $150 for $100
18 pairs Misses Button Shoes Pat 'Tip sis s II 10
1 Worth $150 and $300 for /IVO

17 pair Childs Needle Toe Bolton and Leos
Shoes Sene 8 to 10 I 2 Worth 1 50 and 1 73 for
Ladies' flout Lisle Silk Laos Pattern 7c_
I Ut; 7bc
pries $1 OO, out to
Hos ,
7 p•ir Childs Shoes Button and Lane, ChocoLadies' flue drop stitch and Lau Patterns slo,, late and Oxblood six's 9 to 11 Worth 1 50 and
14 pairs Boys' Bluth Viol Kitt Oxfords,
cotton Hose, orioinal price 50c, out to QM; 1 75 for $1 00
..... .00
sins 9 to 13, worth $1.25 for
Ladies' Si.., Maw Silk fluished Hose, Reg
4 pair Misses Front Lace Shoes sisie 11, 11 1 3
18 pairs Boys' Black Viol Oxford', sizes 1 I
5c cut So
niar price 2,
and 19, worth 200, for $1 00
to 61., worth $1 50, for
Ladies' fine, smooth cotton hose, white
16 pairs °Mid's fine tarn sole. Fancy Vesting
15 pahre Boys' Tan Vice low Shoes, sizes 9
feet, for summer wear, Regular price
Laos tau Shoes, sizes 8 to 10 l„ worth '1 76
Sop
I
1.00
so 133% worth $1 Xi for
25c, cut price
for $1 $6
15 pairs Boys' Tan Vied Low Sbasti.
La Fine cotton Hoot, drop stitch, several
9 plan same as above, 14 to 13, worth 2 25 for
.
I
1 to VI, worth $1.50 for
.
Pattern., all tn505, worth 1160 for
$1 50
4 pairs Little Gents' Tan, low cut shale I fin L.. Fancy colored Plaid, drop stitch, and
22 pain Ohild's Black and Tan Lace Oxfords,
I .110
Mu 9 to 12, worth $1 25 for
plain option Hue, 26c, for
'tees 5 so 6 1 2, worth 75c for 580

.25

.1.25

I9c
19c
,9c
19c

Little Gents' blank Viol Low
$2.00 11 pain
_•
Shoes, sizes 9 to la, worth $L 96 for I00

$1.00
68c

Bargains In Stockings.
Ladies Ina imported tan Hose, double sole
I 01.;
and keels. original price 35c, cut to

and If A. B di U. worth $5 00 for ...$3.76

Ladies' drop stitch tan hose, seamless,
I UV
.
original prioe 20o, out to

Same, 8 to 10 1-2, at $1 00

Misses & Children's.

Same 11 to 131-2 worth 75e, 11,12 and 13
16 pair child's tan Strap Slippers, 9 to 13, worth
1 25 and 1 50 for 7543.

6 pair Misses Tan ',ace Shoal sizes 11, 111-2
and 12. Worth $125 for $100

6 pair Misce. Broad 0 S Toe and Heel Oxfords,
sizes 1 1-2, worth $1 for 35c

13 pairs Misses Chocolate Lace Shoes sizes 11
to 12 i 2 Worth $150 for $126

11 pairs Child's Shoes (Jobs) sizes 6 and 6 1-3,
worth 1 00 and 1 25 for 75c

-
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Our Colt Skin Shoe.

A lucky purchase brought So is several hundred pairs of • genuine Oolt
Skin Shoe worth $560 at $150 The
shoe is made with solid soles and soleleather counters guaranteed in every re-

31.011111D TEE GILAVS.
•startling incident of which Mr.
John Oliver, &Philadelphia, was the
subject, is narrated by him as follows:
"I was in a meet dreadful condition.
My skin was simnel yellow, eyes sunken, tongue coated, pain oontinnally in
back and sides, no attettite. gradually
growing weaker day by day. Three
phymicians had given me up, Forte
nattily a friend advised trying "Electric
Bitten," and to my greet joy and airpries, the first bottle made a decided
improvement. I continued for three
weeks and ant now a well man. I know
they saved my life and robbed the grave
No one should
of another victim."
try them.
fail
to
Guaranteed.
Only 50e at L L Elgin's,0 K. Wyly's,
R. O. Hardwick's, J. 0. Cleok's and Anderson & Fowler's drug stores.

spect. Colt skin is a very soft pliant
leather, reeembling kangaroo and wears
10% off the marked

like raw hide.

sh

and

WOMEN'S SHOES.

For

final crisis.
One dollar will save a life fler MO
mouth.
Two dealers will awe a lite asSUHai
harvest.
Five dollars will envy Some,wile Shil
child until the next crop b gatherieL
Teo dollars would saves whole timed.
ly from death.
Twenty five dollars weal/ save WW1
and afford thew the combat ed
during the rainy and sold seam.
ritty dollar, wound save OW ilawillse.
small ownwastly.

Rely on

Others

of

PROMS PAY POR INIUMMIAT011,
Will Not /lave T. Walt Leas Per

The

Taylor.

Messy.
49 pair Ladies ;Patent Tip Lace and
(Special to New ERA
Button shoes sisal 214 to 33, Worth $126
FRANKFORT, Ky, June 27 -The
Director Merriam .4th.omenIsom
and 150 for 100.
to make a requi- requests a oontradiedon of the ripen
prosecution
the
of
plan
:8 pair Ladies Pink, Giro' and Blue
Satin Strap Slippers Sian 23, to 411 sition on the governors of Ohio, West which has been circulated in sone porWorth $126 for 50o.
Virginia, Michigan and Pennry)vanie tions of the country to the effect that
18 pair Ladies 0. 8. Button Shoes for the extradition of W. S Taylor at
shies i2, to 4 Worth $126, 150 sad 300 the time of his trip to the Philadelphia
for 50o.
convention was abandoned. It is said
28 pair Ladies Patent Tip Button
today that the defense in the cases of
, Worth $136 for
Shoes sizes 2,„ 3 and 33
of Youtsey and others, whou trials wil
760.
10 pair Ladies Spring Heel Patent be called at Georgetown, July 9, will
Pointed Toe Mutton Shoes sizes 31, ask for a continuance on sooOnnt of the
and 3 Worth $1*6 for $100
amino. of Taylor, Finley, J H. Mat13 pair Ladies Finest Tan Oxfords- thews, Geo. Hemphill and others who
Turn
r ie roin Toe. Worth 900 and
fosvo
rnSo
$2
have been named as witnesses for that
side, and on whom process has not been
18 pair Ladiee Patent Tip Batton
8boes 81568 7 and S. Worth $160 for served.
$100,

1

23 pair Ladles Plain Toe $1.99 Shoes
sizes 2,„ to 31%. Worth $199 for $125.
29 pair Ladies Black and Tan Oxfords
Pointed Toes ano madly narrow widths
sizes 1 to 3 Worth from $16050 $850

TO FIGHT HILL
Senator Blackburn In Favor of Editor Hearst.
iliPlICILL TO SEW IRA)

WILLIAM R. smarm
the census enumerators are not W he
paid promptly.
"They will be paid," be said today,

"as noon as their reports, properly NEW

fled to by the supervisors, we rallivet.
FRANKFORT,Ky ,June 28 -SenaOf 12,000 enumerators, rely 1.800 or
tor Blackburn will leave for Kansas
1,900 have sent in their pontabos." The
City Sunday night. Blackburn is unentire
payroll of estaniereAters &amoeba,
derstood to strongly oppose the nomiSo
0,900,000.
nation of Hill and ill, claimed Bryan's
letter has loosened Hill's chances for
CONFIRMATION POSTPONED.
the Kentucky vote
Blackburn favors
The Right Rev, Bien, MeGhts1114
who was to give coalInnatios la
Oselsolio church on next lialardwy

MINNESOTA REPUBnal word to the pester Shea *who
LICAN CONVENTION. the serious illness of MIMI of his

16 pair Ladies Welt Sole Own Toe
Loco Sheol sizes 33% to 5 Worth Low
for $150

Hopkinsville, Ky.

done nothing to contribute M MOM tho

Youtsey

the Absence

Orford& lit% to 8
ISO pair Ladies Coin Toe Blank Oxfords sixes 21.4 to 6 Worth $100 for 760.

,Pi.

Let these vibe

have done what they omit. pall SW&
every effete to induce those whe

Borklasellia
Attorneys

Worth $150 for $100. will leave Monday

le •

to give a little more.

K. B. Dilnen,
Pastor Oastherland Preebythrtell ekes*

pries gives you this shoe for the remarkable price of$1 35-less than the shoe oan
be made for.

Those who hays Oven um in PIPS

One hundred dollars veil Win

CONTINUANCE.

7 r Ladies Tan and Ob000late
r aibe
46fop
2°0
(Awe and Button Shoos Pointed Toes,
sizes 23„ to 4 Worth $150 and $175 for
$100.
18 pair Ladies Spline Heel Patent
Tip Button sizes 21.1 to 4 Worth $199
W it. Hearst and after hint is for
to $350 for 1 26
27 pair Ladles Bull Dog Toe Black Shrively. The Keurociry delegation

50 rasa in the merles and fa
of
MO In. weft vial lid snob livery
gib guarawiebd we pod as any 41 00

When baying silverware woe

and mi Wain that w• will an dawn
them in their work mew 5 is aided.

2354jcpair Ladies Black and Tan Oxf"
fords Pointed Toos use. 2, 9I.4, 8. 5, 7
and.8 B. ('. D and R. Woatit $126 to

-11

bir IS.

exeellent freight facilities.

We cot the price to 35c a pair.

Per Cent Off

I

Mein Veal Clad Shoes worth $1.16
15. ...

,

pair.

35
: CUT TO $1,

Boys' Shoes.

lag glee
We show tiia bottom above. That at pen are made of the tinea riot kid stock
pr. hen
and is as soft es a glove.
SO ism and coast They an bee&
/11.4":PY
WO Pies
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Moos' @Oohed Down Plow Shoes size
6 and 7 worth $1 35 for

ale ma .6.

ellstior ille awirkel.

road will immediately take charge.
made, lest all that has toes dens WEB
This Will give Olarksville competing have been done in vain.
The dew
Velvet Rubber heels give one an elastic easy walk that's next to flying so lines and with the Ountherland opened now is that effort will relax en sees.
they tell as
Regular prim is 50o a the year round, this city would have Ahead; the saiwiisseries see thisPow

areaulhow ldlekiMAi

=thee
law*, for thetr conveab
awl
Was *is any pectic to our

t

ant also says that the road will be stay our hands at the last Meer MINI
transferred to the Illinois Central by and let them die with the harvest althe Met of next Deoenther, and that that most in sight? One last effort mad he

•

Per two weeks may.
To ladroduoit our eriewasera se is.
bear earseimaker-a first-class me wo-

etneews

whin Messrs. Brovni MIL hod
61111111..
pany,69 Wall St., en Insearees5

we hive marked down to close out.
We would kindly riquest our custo-

geld SIAM in cold eath in advaaces ea
akin IBM one entail whisi we added
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Wednesday's Olarksville Courier says: The British govenaseel has supedwee.
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BEST OF ALL BOOKS.
DR. TALMAGE UPHOLDS THE BIBLEI

CASTOR!

DIVINE ORIGiN.
5 the siew irestaasent Va.
sesailefires.sae We Wetatiest Firesikeel« oft the out Ieseasseat ?WOW*

adreetees

For Infants and Children.

' Its mmesselles rIr•Ma
•
Jane 24.—in the great
l'
t eaging
in Europe, as in
hethreen
listitialie and
aimi
aginsedebas Dr. T
has taken
a decided steed and Is this sermon
ibeillares his =Wavering belief in the
Myths origin of the Scriptures; text.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

ar

ties they have not knocked out of tiola
Bible a piece as large as the small end
of a sharp needle. OA, how the old
book sticks together!
Cusauctitied
gcolegists try to pull away the book
of Genesis. They say they do not believe It it cannot be the-re was light
before the sun shone, It cannot be all
this story about Adam and Eve, and
they pull at the book of Geneals, and
they have peen pulling a great while,
yet where is the book of Geneeis/
Standing just where It stood all the
time. There is not a man on earth
who has ever erased it from his Bible.
Then all the undevout astronomers
went to work to pull away the book of
Joshua. They may: "That cannot be
true, the sun's halting above Gibson
and the moon over the valley of &talon. It cannot be possible. We must
pull that book of Joshua away." And
they pull away at it, and they pull
away at It, and yet what has become
of the book of Joshua? Like the sun
above Gibson and like the moon over
the valley of Malmo It stands still.
All the undevout anatomists and phyrlologists gett bold of the book of Jonah,
and they 'pull away, and they say,
"That story about Jonah and the whale
can't be true." Every infidel carries
a harpoon especially for that whale,
and they pull away at the book of Jonah. But where is the book of Jonah
today? Just vrhere'lt has been all the
time-the grandest thing that was ever
written to prove that when God sends
a man to Nineveh he cannot get to Tarshish, If God to stop him has to upset
the Mediterranean sea with a cyclone.
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Free.
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result.•cruel book will produce a creel
a inotiuu last week to have the verdict
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hammers of eternity. And the book
Result
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Is going to keep right on until the Ores and judgettient *et aside on the grounds Bennettetown, Ky.
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You have friends who have been in
of the last day are kindled. Some of that the attorneys for the company had rooms, tenant house, good well, large
tobacco barn, good frame stable 38z3o
the habit of reading the Bible a great
them will begin on one side and some
'a
many years. Have you noticed a tenano right or authot illy to make tbe corn feet, 40 acres in fine timber, good level
on the other side of the old book. They
land ALA a desirable farm, convenient
Mr. John A Haydon, of Weibull',
city to eruelty on their part? Have out of 30,000, only the difference that a half from the city of Moseew
will not find a bundle of loose manu- promise. It is supposed tbat the bear to schools and churohes and on good
Tee over beard any of them come out you might expect from the fact that will be an advent and it will be In a
and Miss Laura Larkins were married
scripts easily consumed by the tire.
tag of this motion is one of the matters road.
• peastically say. "I have been read- the book came down from generation certain family and it will be amid cerWhen the fires of the last day. are
Nice cottage on corner of Brown • and yesterday afternoon at the bride's boas
N,the story about the extermination to generation and was copied by a tain surroundings." It would make no
kindled, some will burn on this side, to be heard by the court
streets., 7 room., good outbuild- near Wring,
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Rey. L. W. Browder, of
The following is the official call made ings, cistern, etc. ()heap and on reafrom Genesis toward Revelation, and
apse with a disposition to cut and fore TOO this fact today—that all the knew I cannot foresee a thousand
Cerulean, performing the ceremony. A
sonable terms.
others will burn on this aide, from by Judge Evans:
elm& and maul and pinch and murder Bible writers agree In the four great years or one year or oue minute, and I
Revelation toward Genesis, and In all
For sale one of the handsomest and reception followed the marriage Mr.
4WD liseck to pieces everything I can &eerie's of the Bible.
Thomas Speed, Req , Clerk of U S. most desirable residence' on lit,iutn
cannot tell what is going to transpire their way they will not find a single
*If SW bands ear' Have your friends
What are those tour great doctrines? Is a land far away. But that is what chapter or a single verse out of place. Circuit °owl, Owensboro Division- Main street. boatman.) lot &4300 feet, Haydon and him bride will live at the
as they become diligent God-good. kind, patient, just, loving, these old prophets did.
large two story house well built and in home of the groom's mother n, an
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residences in the
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W. C. Haydoo, and is one of the wealthmade. when the world Is destroyed/ Monday, July
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architecture
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.= the children of other boom- ktosart. Beethoven, Handel. Haydn, this is all going to be leveled."
have met him In glory? What will be the same in one or more newsmen in to ins, water works and modern ImSulphur is kuo Rn to the medical putwhere the Word of God is hoe- never wrote more harmonious music
Suppose a man should stand up in the use of the book of Revelation,
provements, ten acres of nine ground
aP Have they as a result of read- than you will find in this perfect her- these cities today and say, "There will
the city of Owensboro Kentucky.
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residence
on South Main street,
to pull the wings off flies In providence and in grace.
these cities now stand, and these
2 stories. 7 rooms, servants room, cis- Lintel's Liquid Sulphur is a clear soluringing harp and your forehead chapn grasshoppers and to sob
WALTER EVANS, Judge.
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tern,
good stable, fine shade tree. lot tion of Dissolved Sulphur with all its
amid the
? A creel book ought to authors of the Bible
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from different ages and from sane asylum. Yet the old prophets did heaven? The emerald dashing its green
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on earth.
each other, they did day? You go and walk over the ruins ing Its blue against the sapphire and stoner Cruse acid ()lea Lindsey, and the house and all necessary outbuildings,
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THE GROWERS'WAREHOUSE.

Oor. 14th and Campbell Ste.
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KENTUCKY.
We will get tor you the highest market
prices, and your business will receive our
Prompt attention.

Oar Charges S2 50 per lionbead, Ns Cmoduam.
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Roliable Parties.
Four Months Storage
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Tobaccos.
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Pretty New Goods than
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at prices so low that it
will astonish you.
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That' Money.
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A Woman

That's Foolishness.
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Attorney-at-Law.

R. F. McDANIEL, M. D.
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Stomach Remedy
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TWO KINDS OF FURNITURE

One torapHOW and the other for WEAR. W.
combine thrtwo by adopting the most graceful and
artistic styles to articles of every use. Hence our
Furniture is always artistic as well as durable. Ow
Undertaking Department is up-to-date in every par
ticular.
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Wailer.
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